Sexual Behaviors and Intimate Relationships of Sexual Partners of Young Patients with Early-Stage Cervical Cancer: A Qualitative Study
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Purpose: This study aimed to explore the sexual behaviors and intimate relationships of sexual partners of young patients with cervical cancer.

Patients and Methods: This study employed a descriptive phenomenological research design, which falls within the realm of qualitative research methods. Qualitative research typically utilizes interview techniques for gathering participants’ experiences, perceptions, and behaviors. This study conduct face-to-face semi-structured interviews with the sexual partners of 15 young cervical cancer patients receiving cancer treatment to collect their experiences and perspectives on intimate relationships and sexual behavior with cervical cancer patients, and use the Colaizzi method for data analysis.

Results: Four themes were identified through the interview analysis: (1) reduction or absence of sexual behavior, (2) unpleasant sexual experiences, (3) adjustment of intimate relationships, and (4) lack of sexual health education.

Conclusion: The sexual partners of young cervical cancer patients have experienced significant shifts in their perspectives on sexual behavior and intimate relationships. These changes include reduction or absence of sexual behavior, unpleasant sexual experiences, adjustment of intimate relationships, and lack of sexual health education. Hospitals should pay more attention to the sexual behavior and intimate relationships of patients with cervical cancer and their sexual partners, and social support systems and psychological and emotional counselling services should be established for providing relevant knowledge and guidance.
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Introduction

Cervical cancer is a disease of the female reproductive system caused by human papillomavirus (HPV) infection and is one of the leading causes of mortality in women.¹ It ranks first among the three major gynecological malignancies and fourth among the most common cancers in women worldwide.²⁻⁴ Studies have shown that approximately 604,000 women worldwide are diagnosed with cervical cancer annually, and low- and middle-income countries account for 88% of new cervical cancer cases and 91% of deaths worldwide.⁵,⁶ In addition, the incidence of young women is rising in related studies.⁷ In 2020, Cancer Research UK (2020) reported a 54% increase in cervical cancer incidence in women aged 25–29.⁸ China is currently one of the countries with the largest cervical cancer burden, with approximately 65,000 new cases of cervical cancer and 25,000 cervical cancer-related deaths annually.⁹,¹⁰

Treatments for cervical cancer include surgery or concurrent chemoradiation. The National Cancer Center provides recommendations for the treatment of cervical cancer based on the stage of the disease. For patients with IA1 cervical cancer, the recommended treatment options include cold knife conization or total hysterectomy, with or without bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy. Patients with IA2 cervical cancer are advised to undergo modified radical hysterectomy and lymphadenectomy. For patients with IB and IIA cervical cancer, the recommended treatment is radical hysterectomy or radical hysterectomy and pelvic lymphadenectomy, in addition to radiotherapy and chemotheraphy, based on their specific conditions.
reproductive needs. Patients with stage IIB, III, and IVA cervical cancer are recommended to undergo surgical resection of pelvic lymph nodes, followed by radiotherapy and chemotherapy. In the case of stage IVB cervical cancer, which is considered advanced, palliative therapy is recommended to manage symptoms and improve the quality of life. However, these treatments can also have side effects on patients, such as low levels of vaginal lubrication and vaginal stenosis (associated with brachytherapy), hair loss, urinary incontinence, skin lesions, lymphedema, insomnia, and hormonal and reproductive dysfunction. In addition, about 50% of gynecological cancer survivors have sexual dysfunction, which is one of the most troublesome painful symptoms among cervical cancer survivors. In a retrospective case-control study conducted between 2019 and 2022 by Membrilla-Beltran et al, it was discovered that a significant proportion of cervical cancer survivors faced challenges related to sexual dysfunction and impaired sexual satisfaction. Comparatively, these issues were found to be more prevalent among cervical cancer survivors when compared to healthy women without any underlying health conditions. The study further indicated that cervical cancer survivors experienced sexual dysfunction, dissatisfaction, and a lower overall quality of life.

Considering that the survival rate of patients with cervical cancer has improved, sexual behavior and intimate relationships have become important issues for survivors. Intimacy refers to a person’s most intrinsic qualities and usually refers to the experience of a “strong sense of intimacy, connection, and bonding”. As the primary caregiver and the most important resource for supporting women diagnosed with gynecological cancer, spouses can help women meet their medical and non-medical needs and manage their conditions. Teskereci et al found that a substantial majority of caregivers for individuals with gynecological cancers were identified as their partners. It is suggested that sexual health and having a close relationship with a partner have been described as valuable “safe havens” that provide emotional support during the cancer experience. However, this psychological buffer can be disrupted as the disease progresses. Cancer affects not only patients’ physical health, but also their sexual behavior and intimate relationships with partners. There is still lack of consensus regarding the relationship between cancer and intimate behavior. Different studies have reported varying impacts of different types and stages of cancer on the level of intimate relationships.

Most studies on sexual behavior and intimate relationships in patients with cervical cancer have adopted quantitative research methods, mainly focusing on the analysis of the status quo of sexual function and its influencing factors at different clinical stages, focusing on patients with cervical cancer and the disease itself. However, these studies did not analyze the real causes and experiences of changes in sexual behavior and intimate relationships between patients with cancer and their sexual partners. Therefore, qualitative research methods were used in this study to explore the views of sexual partners of young patients with cervical cancer on sexual behavior and intimate relationships.

### Material and Methods

#### Study Design

This study employed a descriptive phenomenological research design, which falls within the realm of qualitative research methods. Qualitative research typically utilizes interview techniques for gathering participants’ experiences, perceptions, and behaviors. This study conduct face-to-face semi-structured interviews with the sexual partners of 15 young cervical cancer patients receiving cancer treatment to collect their experiences and perspectives on intimate relationships and sexual behavior with cervical cancer patients, and use the Colaizzi method for data analysis. The Colaizzi analysis method, also known as the Colaizzi seven step analysis method, is a commonly used analytical method for qualitative interview data. The detailed steps of the analysis are listed in Table 1.

#### Patient and Public Involvement

Purposive sampling and maximum variation sampling were used to select 15 sexual partners of young patients with cervical cancer from 5 tertiary hospitals. A qualitative methodological approach is appropriate when researchers aim to understand and extract the meaning of phenomena by exploring participants’ perspectives and experiences. In the field of qualitative research, phenomenology seeks to understand how individuals construct their worldviews; The data obtained through qualitative research comes from data collection tools such as interviews, focus groups, and participant observations, as well as in the form of narrative transcriptions, images (paintings, photography), and documents (diaries, letters).
Participants and Sampling

The inclusion criteria for the cervical cancer patients were: patients with a pathological diagnosis of cervical cancer; a diagnosis of stage 1, 2, 3 or 4 cervical cancer; age of 15–39 years old (the maximum age was determined based on previous literature regarding young people); having undergone hysterectomy and chemotherapy for ≥3 months; being sexually active (defined as having sexual activity until at least 6 months prior to surgery; and providing consent for participation in the study. The exclusion criteria were as follows: receiving intensive palliative care, severe mental or cognitive impairment, and other cancers.

The inclusion criteria for the patient’s partner were as follows: normal sexual function, age of < 60 years, and providing informed consent to participate in the study. The exclusion criteria were as follows: severe mental or cognitive impairment and no strenuous exercise.

Partners who met the inclusion criteria were informed of the purpose and design of the study by caregivers during the initial face-to-face contact during routine visits. The partners were then allowed to decide whether they wished to participate within a week. In the second face-to-face meeting, the partners were asked to provide written informed consent and permission for a recorded interview. All the selected partners agreed to participate in the study. There were no dropouts.

Setting

All the interviews were conducted in a ward instruction classroom.

Data Collection

This study uses individual in-depth interview technology as a data collection method. This is a data collection technique that provides detailed information about the true causes and structural determinants of personal feelings, thoughts, beliefs, experiences, and observations. All researchers are all registered nurses who have participated in qualitative research related training and are certified to read the medical history of all patients in detail, in order to understand the situation of each participant before the interview. After the pre-interviews with two participants, the interview outline was adjusted. Complete verbatim records of each interview, field notes, and letters were produced, and the text was collated for qualitative analysis. We asked the following questions:

Please recall your sexual behavior and intimate relationships.
What do you think of your sexual behavior and intimacy with your partner?
What do you think has changed in your sexual behavior and intimacy after the partner got sick?
How have these changes affected you?

All interviews were completed by (LM) Mingyue Li and (HJ) Jiaxiang Huang. The interview lasted about 45–80 min for each participant until no new information was extracted. Determining sample size based on data saturation points is a commonly used method in qualitative research. When the themes and subtopics obtained from participants start to
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repeat, it is decided to reach data saturation. A total of 25 semi-structured interviews were conducted. The researchers’ field notes provided a rich source of information as participants described their personal experiences and behaviors during the data collection process and enabled them to note their reflections on aspects of the data collection methodology. No other participants were present during data collection.

**Data Analysis**
The interview data was imported into NVivo. Colaizzi’s method of analysis was used to analyze the data. Two researchers independently analyzed the interview data and identified the initial codes, categories, and subcategories to form four themes. We shared the final analysis results with the participants and sought their feedback. Additionally, we considered the availability of audio recordings during the interview process. This allowed us to verify the accuracy of the transcribed interview content by cross-referencing it with the recorded material.

**Rigor**
This study was conducted following according to the guidelines developed by the Consolidates Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research and the Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research. The execution techniques and applications for controlling confidence are presented in Table 2.

**Results**
**Participant Characteristics**
Fifteen sexual partners of young patients with cervical cancer were recruited. The mean age of the participants was 34.67 years (standard deviation, SD:2.74). The data are shown in Table 2.

Patients’ demographics, and diseases were extracted from electronic medical record reviews by the investigators. The mean age of the patients was 35.00 years (standard deviation, SD:2.65). The data are shown in Table 3.

**Qualitative Results—Thematic Findings**
Four specific themes emerged from the analysis: reduced or absent sexual activity, unpleasant sexual experiences, adjustment of intimate relationships, and lack of sexual health education.

**Reduced or Absent Sexual Behavior**
In this study, the majority of participants perceived no significant change in their sexual behavior, although they acknowledged a decrease. The long treatment cycle and cancer-related side effects imposed emotional and physical strain on both patients and participants. The participants reported the following:
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Following my wife’s surgery, we did engage in sexual intimacy, albeit less frequently than before. Our encounters became occasional, happening only once or twice, and I sensed that both of us were guarded and less open. We were both preoccupied with concerns about her health worsening, which made me hesitant to express my desires due to the fear of adding further distress to her already challenging situation. The medication and radiation treatment had taken a toll on her emotional well-being, leaving her feeling deeply saddened and distressed. (Participant 2)
Well, I don’t feel like that I can think about that anymore. My wife was ill and had surgery which really affected her health. At first she had to have chemo and then she had to go back to therapy every month or so and it was really hard on her. She was exhausted. (Participant 6)

We haven’t had sex, and I would love to have sex with my wife. But she has HPV, which is sexually transmitted. She hasn’t said she wants to have sex with me since she got sick, so we haven’t had sex since she got sick. I hope to have sex when my wife’s health improves. (Participant 7)

We haven’t done much since my wife got sick. I don’t think I have this kind of idea, especially since my health is not good. In addition, I feel that my wife’s needs in this area have decreased. My wife is very tired during treatment, and when I administer a dozen chemotherapy drugs, my wife becomes very weak. She doesn’t miss me very much and she doesn’t miss it very much. (Participant 10)

I haven’t had sex with my wife since she got sick. I’m afraid that this kind of sex will do some harm to my wife’s health, so I don’t dare to have sex with my wife. She actually gave birth to three children for me, and now she has cancer. We can only give it a hug. (Participant 11)

I haven’t had sex with my wife since she got sick. I’m afraid that this kind of sex will do some harm to my wife’s health, so I don’t dare to have sex with my wife. She actually gave birth to three children for me, and now she has cancer. We can only give it a hug. (Participant 13)

Unpleasant Sexual Experiences

Body scarring and urinary incontinence, among other factors, can have an impact on the patient’s and partner’s sexual behavior and intimacy, often leading to unpleasant sexual experiences. Some examples of participants’ opinions in this respect are provided below:

When my wife undresses, I notice a prominent scar on her body, which makes me reluctant to engage in sexual activity. The scar is quite significant, located right in the middle of her lower abdomen. (Participant 1)

My wife had a piece of her vagina cut after the surgery. I was afraid that she would suffer a second injury when I had sex with her. In addition, the decrease of vaginal fluid made me feel uncomfortable and unable to let go. (Participant 5)

As soon as I put it in, my wife said it hurts. When I tried again, my wife pushed me away. I felt that there was no mouth in her place and no fluid secretion. After trying several times, I didn’t want to do it, and I was busy with work and taking care of her and the children. (Participant 8)

After several cycles of treatment, my wife lost all her hair. I can’t accept this change in my wife, especially at night. I feel like an old lady is sleeping next to me. (Participant 12)

In addition, some participants claim that due to the effects of targeted drugs, the patient’s body undergoes significant changes, including development of rashes, ulcers, and a foul odor which greatly discourages them from attempting sexual activity.

I don’t know why, but there’s this weird stench coming from underneath my wife, like rotting meat, and when I smell it, I can’t go on. Some time ago, my wife received targeted therapy, and the side effects are very serious, hands and feet are broken, I don’t think we can continue to have sex. (Participant 15)

Adjustment of Intimate Relationships

An intimate relationship is not only an important indicator for evaluating patients’ subjective well-being and quality of life, but also an important predictor of disease prognosis. A good intimate relationship is an important factor influencing disease recovery. Most of the participants said they were more intimate and got better along, while some said they had “qualitatively changed”.

Since my wife’s illness, I feel closer to her, and she is more dependent on me. We have been together every day, we do not fight, and we have not been apart since we got married. I was sick four years ago. My wife always took care of me. I am very grateful to my wife. My wife have no one else to rely on, so she depends on me. (Participant 2)
There is an emotional basis to having sex with your wife, and I feel that our relationship has changed; that it is more of a husband’s responsibility for his wife, and that we communicate less. I even thought about getting divorced because cervical cancer is usually associated with unclean sexual behavior, and I have not had sexual intercourse with other women. (Participant 1)

Since my wife fell ill, I have noticed a shift in our relationship that has transformed us into more of a brother and sister dynamic. While we share the same family and maintain a strong bond, the romantic and intimate connection that typically exists between husband and wife seems to have diminished. (Participant 3)

I feel very distant from my wife. When she needs to undergo several rounds of chemotherapy, I feel very tired. Long hospital stays and illness are very stressful for both of us. The economic pressure and psychological stress brought by cancer treatment bored me (Participant 12)

**Lack of Sexual Health Education**
Participants expressed a prevailing sentiment that they were inadequately informed about sexual health matters both during and after treatment. The aftermath of treatment left them with scarce opportunities to openly discuss with medical professionals regarding sexual issues or potential sexual rehabilitation options. Below, several statements encapsulate their sentiments:

During my wife’s post-surgery period, I found myself uncertain about her condition and whether it was safe for us to engage in sexual activity. The medical professionals attending to her didn’t provide clear guidance on this matter. It was only through researching on my phone that I discovered the potential transmission of viruses through sexual contact. As a result, I have refrained from engaging in sexual intercourse with my wife for an extended period of time, as I wanted to prioritize her health and well-being. (Participant 4)

I did not go to a doctor. I did not need to go to a doctor. After she healed, we had sex. My wife made a request to me, but I hesitated, but still agreed to her request. I do not know if this is the right thing to do. (Participant 8)

I am not sure if my wife’s HPV infection will be transmitted to me. The doctor has not mentioned it to me, and I have not asked the doctor. I am afraid that the doctor or nurse may misunderstand me and say that I despise my wife. (Participant 14)

In addition, some participants expressed their desire for a offspring, but lacked corresponding reproductive guidance, which hindered them.

Is birth control or other protective measures necessary during the treatment period? Do you still need contraception after being cured? How long can I have a child after being cured? (Participant 2)

I don’t know what measures I can take to save my wife, because I still want one of our children. Should I avoid any type of sexual activity? (Participant 5)

**Discussion**
Our findings reflect the changes in sexual behavior and intimate relationships within the context of young patients with cervical cancer and their partners. Different partners have positive or negative experiences and perspectives regarding sexual behavior and intimate relationships among cervical cancer patients.

The majority of participants showed a decrease in or loss of sexual activity and unpleasant sexual experiences. Firstly, this trend can be attributed, in part, to the physical conditions of the patients themselves. Engaging in sexual behavior requires the joint cooperation of both men and women. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), sexuality, together with sex, sexual identity, orientation, eroticism, pleasure, intimacy and reproduction, is one of the central aspects of human lives. Sex includes six aspects: thoughts, fantasies, attitudes, roles, behaviors, and desires, depending on biological, psychological, social, cultural, historical, and legal factors. However, in this study, most patients have undergone Hysterectomy (the removal of the uterus and its accessories), radiotherapy, chemotherapy, etc. to ensure the maintenance of life. The patients were exhausted during the treatment phase. In fact, these treatments usually lead to
intestinal dysfunction and bladder dysfunction such as Urinary incontinence and Bowel obstruction, which indirectly affect the occurrence of sexual behavior,\textsuperscript{33,34} which is consistent with the findings of a previous study.\textsuperscript{35} Despite these challenges, most participants’ primary concern was survival, outweighing sexual health concerns. In addition, the smell and feeling during sexual intercourse will affect the sexual behavior of the Sexual partner. Research shows that Hysterectomy is usually associated with oophorectomy. Ovaries are very important for premenopausal and postmenopausal women to produce steroid hormones, which can regulate the central response to sexual stimulation and the sensitivity of genital tissue to tactile stimulation, thus ensuring the comfort of both men and women.\textsuperscript{36}

It is worth noting that some partners indicated that changes in the patient’s body form can also lead to unpleasant sexual experiences. Body image is an important multi-dimensional and complex concept. Body image involves the positive and negative perception, thought, feeling and behavior of the whole body and its functions.\textsuperscript{37} In fact, most sexual partners in this study admitted that biological changes in patients had dampened their sexual behavior and overall interest in maintaining sexual relationships.

Furthermore, the participants’ personality traits emerged as an influencing factor in sexual behavior. During the treatment process of patients, sympathy and caregiving often took precedence over initiating or participating in sexual intimacy. This dynamic shifted as the patients’ health improved. When the patient’s health condition improves, they are more willing to engage in sexual behavior. Cultural norms, especially in China, place a strong emphasis on the role of men as caregivers within the family unit. Thus, when a wife falls ill, the husband’s focus shifts from personal needs to the welfare of the family, reflecting the traditional husband-wife dynamic. Some partners also voiced concerns about contracting HPV infection, a primary cause of cervical cancer as males act as both virus carriers and vectors and this is an important component of the epidemiological chain for HPV.\textsuperscript{38} This further hindered sexual intimacy due to the fear of transmission.

Adjustment of intimate relationships is one of the critical findings of this study. Intimacy is an important factor in the recovery phase, with social interactions and close relationships bolstering well-being and serving as vital coping mechanisms.\textsuperscript{39} Studies have shown that men influence women’s reproductive health through their roles as sexual partners, fathers, and healthcare providers.\textsuperscript{40} In addition, psychological status such as attachment, basic utility, and self are generated by intimate behaviors such as sexual activities.\textsuperscript{41} In this study, while most participants reported strengthened intimate bonds, a subset expressed negative shifts due to factors like postoperative scarring, high medical costs, and prolonged illness. Some relationships even transformed from spousal to sibling-like due to the enduring nature of cancer treatment and caregiving. Cancer is a chronic disease that requires long-term hospital treatment, and the long-term companionship and care of the partner as the first caregiver gradually deepens kinship. It is worth noting that some partners reported diminished communication or contemplated divorce due to misconceptions associating cervical cancer with “unclean” sexual behavior. This may be related to their erroneous belief that the onset of cervical cancer is related to unclean sexual behavior. Research shows that cervical cancer is caused by cervical infection of high-risk human papillomavirus (hrHPV) genotype. In addition to being associated with multiple sexual partners and HIV co infection, oral contraceptives, smoking, etc. are recognized as epidemiological risk factors of cervical hrHPV infection.\textsuperscript{42} In addition, the results of this study indicate that the economic toxicity of cancer treatment to families can also disrupt the intimate relationship between young partners and patients. The National Cancer Institute of the United States broadly defines financial toxicity as “problems related to cancer patients and treatment costs”. Economic toxicity occurs more frequently among young people than among elderly survivors, and younger age and lower income are identified as risk factors for financial distress.\textsuperscript{43}

Another issue expressed by sexual partners was the lack of sexual health education. Sexual health remains important to many partners, despite advanced stages of cervical cancer. Fertility is a major issue for young cancer survivors and their caregivers, especially after completing their cancer treatment plans.\textsuperscript{44} Due to partners being of childbearing age, there may be sexual and reproductive health related issues and unmet needs between them and patients. In addition, research has shown that the major source of HPV awareness among the young population may be social media and some web blogs.\textsuperscript{45} Most husbands lack basic knowledge and even have negative views about female hysterectomies, making them unable to provide effective emotional support to their wives.\textsuperscript{46}
We acknowledge limitations to the study. This study included few participants to obtain more comprehensive information. More prospective and temporal cohort studies are needed to obtain data on sexual behavior and intimacy in young patients with cervical cancer and their sexual partners.

**Conclusion**

The disease itself and the side effects of treatment of cervical cancer had an impact on young cervical cancer patients and their partners’ sexual behavior and intimate relationships. Given that cervical cancer is a chronic ailment, it becomes imperative not only for patients but also for their partners to be prepared, both mentally and physically. In addition, hospitals should pay more attention to the sexual behavior and intimate relationships of patients with cervical cancer and their sexual partners, and social support systems and psychological and emotional counselling services should be established for providing relevant knowledge and guidance.
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